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About This Content

The Auto Clicker Pet is a ingame Pet which has the look of a little ice elemental which shoots bullets on the enemey. The bullets
use the actual clicker damage which makes the pet to an auto clicker like function. The pet has 2 different modes in which it

can follow the mouse or folow a specific path automatically on the battlefield.

Differences between ingame and DLC Pet:

Ingame Pet:
- Must be unlocked

- can be leveled
- a small little pet which follows a path on the battlefield

DLC Pet
- Is directly unlocked after purchase

- Has the Speed value of a lvl 5 ingame pet but cannot be leveled (ingame attack pets need a long time to unlock and level up but
can get faster then the DLC pet)

- a bigger pet which can also follow a path or also follow the mouse.
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Edited: Devs added some checkpoints so now you don't need to devote your whole life to play through this game:) If they will
add key rebind option i possible will rise my opinion. But still this is too hard game to play for non-WASD players. Anyway i
changed my review into positive because adding more checkpoint surely widen amount of players who can play it and don't
loose minds:)
Here my first\/old review:
If you have a lot of free time, ready to drop your work and family and ready to play this game forever - welcome:) Progress
saves only between levels so you will be trying to beat level endless times. Maybe am looser but i am refuse to play that 4th level
anymore. Game is not soo cool and interesting to force me to do that. I am too bored here already. Try it for your own risk. 3
from 10.. Storm Normandy. Get sprayed down by MG-42 placement.
-10/10

It is honestly a great mod! You should try it out it's a load of fun!. I think ive played enough of this game to give a decent review

The game its self is so nostalgic because i grew up with digimon and its really diffrent from mmos like WoW and all the others
because your not the one really fighting its your digimon all you do is control his digivolution and skills but when you reach
mega form you become really OP and all the stuff you can buy with real money is so cheap not like WoW where everything is
like 24$ most of the time its 5$

Ok so there was the good stuff about the game now on to the bad stuff

Egg system the way you get other digimon fu***** sucks you sit there for 2 hours just to get 1 classic agumon egg and to make
it harder you need data for the digimon type if it dragon type dragon data and you need to use it 3 times but each data input is
like 10 thats why is use the cash shop

Jogress like what were you thinking devs and why make it that if you want a permanent jogress you need 700 reward coins so
thats like what you need to play for over a year and theres a series of torture quests just to unlock one jogress like omegamon

but other then that i vote this as a must play
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. The video in the store page is already showing everything this game has to offer
as you can see only 2 thing
shooting non animated zombies
picking up stuff. if Battlefield and the worst fps in the world had a baby=Frontlines fuel of war. Great game and a lot of fun,
because of many interesting gimmicks. Would recommend this for any player who likes Jump & Runs\/Parkour games.
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total pants avoid at all cost not even worth 59p.. never regret buying this game.
add ai&online plz!
my labtop running 30 fps, want more. A nice update of the 80s original. A different take on chess.
. Yay, free DLC!. the game is great
full of gaint bosses
challinges get harder the heat rises in this game the story line is heart warmin and cute
amazing charecters and i love all the abilitys are cool all the guns are cool
is great. good idea but lots of bugs in the end its fun. very well done, many options, easy to play, many puzzles, good time killer,
relaxing! very enjoyable!. Good for the money, it is well worth a go. Its your typical platform game, it can be challenging and it
gets you thinking.
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